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Issachar is a strong ass, crouching between the sheepfolds; he saw that a resting place was good, and that the land was pleasant; so he bowed his shoulder to bear, and became a slave at forced labor.

—Genesis 49:14–15

And before I'll be a slave,
I'll be buried in my grave,
And go home to my lord
and be free.

—“Oh Freedom,” African American spiritual, c. 1830–1865

“Our old friend Samuel Adams used to say ‘nations were as free as they deserved to be,’” Benjamin Rush recalled in 1812, musing on the history of the American Revolution and on the ensuing decline in public virtue, as he saw it. John Adams, his correspondent, agreed. “Sam’s doctrine . . . is true,” he wrote, “and has a good tendency to excite vigilance and energy in defense of freedom.” It may seem odd that Benjamin Rush, John Adams, and Samuel Adams, signers of the Declaration of Independence all, could agree on this view of freedom. “Sam’s doctrine,” as Adams called it, the idea that nations are only as free as they deserve to be, is a far cry from the Declaration of Independence’s more memorable formulation: All men created equal, endowed with inalienable rights, including life, the pursuit of happiness—and liberty. If it seems odd, that may be because scholars have been apt to associate the meaning of American freedom with the declaration. Few would deny that the declaration has profoundly influenced the course of American history, providing a universalizing, rights-
based discourse to abolitionists, feminists, workers, and many others. But that discourse has always existed alongside other, less studied meanings of freedom.¹

The declaration’s meaning of freedom may help explain how slavery was abolished, but it is less helpful in explaining how slavery survived for so long. Many years ago, Samuel Johnson famously asked why “we hear the loudest yelps for liberty among the drivers of negroes.” Satisfactory answers remain elusive. Historians have tended to formulate the issue—in the words of David Brion Davis—as a problem of slavery in the age of revolutions, the problem arising from the obvious and unresolvable contradiction between freedom and slavery. Another way to formulate the question is to focus on the problem of freedom in the age of revolutions and to ask: What other meanings were implied when Americans yelped for liberty? One important answer begins with “Sam’s doctrine”: the belief that nations (understood in the eighteenth-century sense, as peoples with shared culture or moeurs, rather than in the more modern sense of nation-states) are only as free as they deserve. Sam’s doctrine opens the way toward a very different conceptualization of both freedom and slavery in early American life. Unlike the Declaration of Independence, it locates slavery and freedom on a continuum. It pushes us beyond the alleged contradictions between freedom and slavery in early American political discourse and highlights their interconnections instead.²

This essay argues that the American Revolution joined liberal, republican, and religious traditions to define freedom as autonomy, or the capacity for human agency—that is, individuals’ ability to act in secular time and shape their circumstances. A mythologized narrative of the American Revolution promulgated by early republican print culture powerfully authorized this view, transmitting a belief that the Revolution was above all an act of heroic resistance by a people threatened with slavery. That narrative promoted a liberal-republican ideology that linked freedom to


resistance, grounding slavery in an act of individual choice—consent, even—and thereby legitimating slavery on principles consistent with the American Revolution.

Liberty, Slavery, and Autonomy in Early American Political Discourse

In formulating their resistance to imperial policy, eighteenth-century British North Americans drew on a rich heritage of thought about freedom or liberty—terms that may be conflated for the purposes of this essay. A largely secular tradition of liberty descended from ancient Greek and Roman discourse, was resurrected by Renaissance humanist thinkers, was reshaped in the political struggles of seventeenth-century England, and filtered through eighteenth-century Enlightenment thought. Although the precise meaning of freedom during this long history remained unsettled, pre-modern and early modern thought aligned in two ways. First, meanings of freedom/liberty in the Greek, Latin, Indo-European, and Teutonic languages all related to unimpeded motion, the ability to act within an autonomous sphere. Theorists have disagreed about whether true freedom must extend beyond this “negative” position. Nevertheless, whether adhering to views liberal or republican, positive or negative, ancient or modern, individual or collective, few have denied that freedom must at the least include the ability to act without constraints. Second, since their earliest meanings, liberty and freedom have always been defined in relation to slavery. The Greek, Latin, Germanic, and Celtic words for free all meant not a slave, and the opposite of free in Anglo-Saxon and Old Norse was theo and thrael (slave). (It is thus not surprising that the Oxford English Dictionary’s first definition of free is “not in bondage to another.”) Drawing on that heritage, seventeenth-century British discourse strengthened the antinomy between liberty and slavery. In their influential treatises, John Locke, Algernon Sidney, and John Milton all contrasted slavery and freedom. Indeed, it is often forgotten that the very first word of Locke’s Two Treatises of Government was “slavery.”

Equally important to eighteenth-century meanings of freedom was the partly overlapping tradition of dissenting Protestantism, particularly its more radical Calvinist variants, in which “slavery” and “freedom” carried important theological weight. Traditional Protestant theology adhered to a strict belief in original sin: Humans were born into slavery, or bondage, to sin. Faced with devastating challenges

from secular Enlightenment thought, strict predestinarian versions of American Calvinism were recast to make room for a more voluntarist view that, not incidentally, paralleled an understanding of freedom as autonomy: humans had at least the theoretical choice of embracing or resisting sin. Despite this partial and uneasy reconciliation, the doctrine of original sin remained in tension with natural rights theories of human freedom.4

This whole unstable mix came to a boil in the eighteenth century, reconfiguring meanings of freedom and slavery and fusing their secular and sacred connotations. Certain configurations are well known: most obviously the emergent rights-based discourse that grounded the universalism of the Declaration of Independence and other statements of natural rights. Others, however, remain largely unexamined. To understand the roots of the particular configuration of concern here, let us glance briefly at some basic ingredients of early American political discourse.

James T. Kloppenberg is correct to conclude that “we ought to think of autonomy rather than freedom as the aim of the American Revolution, autonomy not only for the nation, but for individuals as well.” By replacing freedom with autonomy, Kloppenberg offers a conceptual advance on most analyses of the Revolution, which tend to treat freedom as an unproblematic term. Although “autonomy” is hardly a static concept, it has a more specific meaning than “freedom.” For the purposes of this essay, I use autonomy to mean a belief that humans are endowed with the capacity for will or agency and the consequent belief that worldly events are produced by human action, rather than providential guidance, chance, or fortune.5

This meaning of autonomy was central to early America’s most important political traditions. It figured prominently in what later became known as liberalism, a multifaceted tradition whose different strands all understood liberty negatively, as the absence of coercion. Grounded in property, focused on individual rights, legitimized by consent, and buttressed by contractual theory, the emergent liberal tradition assumed the existence of an autonomous human agent whose actions shape history.6

---


In this regard, liberalism overlapped with the classical republican or neo-Roman tradition. Central to republican thought was a view of humans as rational agents able to dominate history, tame the chaotic, centrifugal force of fortune, and bend circumstances to their will. If full liberation was ultimately impossible, humans could at least delay the cyclical motion of history through forceful action. This understanding of human agency underlay eighteenth-century meanings of “virtue.” As J. G. A. Pocock has shown, virtù meant more than political virtue—resistance to corruption, landed independence, disinterestedness. It connoted humans’ ability to act in historical time, to overcome circumstances, and to create history.7

Certain aspects of Protestant theology also elevated human agency or autonomy. As Perry Miller read it, Puritanism’s covenant theology created a space for human agency within a universe of predestination. Much as virtù opposed itself to random, chaotic fortuna in classical republican thought, so the covenant of grace opposed itself to a lawless, inscrutable God, mysterious and terrible, thus opening a space for human agency within Puritan cosmology.8 A similar dynamic operated in evangelical Protestantism, particularly the “religious populism” that preceded and followed the American Revolution. With its emphasis on individual faith and its anti-institutional ethos, evangelical Protestantism inspired many to social action and reform. Some varieties of millennial thought further reinforced a belief in agency, conflating popish “slavery” with civil forms of “tyranny” and holding that resistance to both would usher in the new millennium. Perhaps most significant for our purposes, Protestantism connected agency to virtue, enriching its republican associations. If strict Calvinism denied that good works would in and of themselves lead to salvation, it nevertheless posited strong associations between redemption and virtue: degeneration accompanied moral failure; prosperity, moral virtue.9

The settlement of the continent and the transformation of the wilderness from an Indian land to a European one further reinforced the eighteenth-century view of humans as active, autonomous agents. Although hardly new, reflections on the relationship between humans and their environment flourished in the eighteenth cen-


tury. As Europeans questioned the origins of society with more theoretical and scientific rigor, older static views of that relationship yielded to a belief that human action could shape natural environments. Influential thinkers such as George-Louis Leclerc, comte de Buffon, held that humans might modify their environment, alter their surroundings, and thus shape their circumstances. Humans, he argued, possess the ability “to change the face of the earth, to convert deserts into fertile ground, and heath into corn.” Ultimately, Buffon concluded, “man can have an influence on the climate he inhabits. . . . [He] may in time destroy what injures him, and give birth to every thing that is agreeable to his feelings.”

Liberal, republican, Protestant, and environmental theories thus converged in the late eighteenth century to locate an active, autonomous “man” at the center of history and society, reformulating the place of humans in the world. Many believed that the United States, as a nation conceived in the political and intellectual revolutions of the late eighteenth century, would produce a “new man,” in the words of J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur. Capable of resisting tyranny, shaping his surroundings—capable of creating history—“this new man” was above all endowed with an autonomous will, with human agency. Freedom for revolutionary Americans thus meant more than national independence, more than the right of self-determination, more even than the absence of physical and political coercion. The meaning of freedom enshrined by America’s revolutionary and nationalist ideologies also lay in humans’ agency: their ability to alter circumstances, to change the environment, to reform government, and above all to resist oppression.

If a conceptual antinomy between freedom and slavery ran through much Western thought, never was it more potent than in the late eighteenth century. “‘Slavery,’” Bernard Bailyn has observed, “was a central concept in eighteenth-century political discourse. As the absolute political evil, it appears in every statement of political principle, in every discussion of constitutionalism or legal rights, in every exhortation to resistance.” Indeed, few features of the colonists’ discourse are more striking than their oft-repeated fear of “enslavement.” “There seems to be a direct, and formal design on foot, to enslave all America,” wrote John Adams in 1765. People in all regions perceived that “design.” As events led toward revolution, recalled a Massachusetts resident, “the people were told weekly that the ministry had formed a plan to enslave them.” The same was true in Virginia, where Patrick Henry was said to have called the political feud “a question of freedom or slavery”; Rhode Island, where Gov.
Stephen Hopkins feared that British taxation would reduce Americans “to the most abject slavery”; and South Carolina, where the Reverend William Tennent worried that Americans might “be reduced to a State of the most abject Slavery.” As the adjective “abject” suggests, political “slavery” was not understood merely metaphorically; its conceptual force lay in the parallel with the “other”: the African slave. Recent scholarship has firmly established that the presence of chattel slavery in America added a powerful dimension to the fear of political slavery. “The word slavery used to express fears of oppression in a country where slaves are constantly before one’s eyes or at least are a living presence,” remarks the political theorist Judith Shklar, “has a different meaning from its use as merely a figure of speech.”

Thus, white Americans continually illustrated the dangers of political slavery by reference to African slaves. In 1760 Joseph Galloway warned that by submitting to odious British policies, “You will become slaves indeed, in no respect different from the sooty Africans, whose persons and properties are subject to the disposal of their tyrannical masters.” In 1774 George Washington similarly warned that to “Submit to every Imposition that can be heap’d upon us . . . will make us as tame, & abject Slaves, as the Blacks we Rule over with such arbitrary Sway.” A Philadelphian drew the same parallel one year later. “What security have we, that they [the British] will not one day portion amongst themselves, our fair inheritances, and force us into their new claimed fields, like Guinea slaves, to till the soil?” Such statements cannot be dismissed as mere hyperbolic rhetoric. The belief that the British government, if not resisted, would enslave all Americans helps explain why the mildly obnoxious acts of an inept imperial administration could have inspired such heated resistance. As the colonists’ liberties seemed increasingly under assault during the late 1760s and 1770s, even the cautious Washington concluded that the British government wished to “fix the Shackles of Slavry upon us” and “reduc[e] us to the most abject state of Slavery that ever was designd for Mankind.” An owner of several hundred slaves, Washington did not use the term lightly; he knew what slavery meant.


David Brion Davis has suggestively observed that the American Revolution “may have raised obstacles to ‘unearned’ emancipation. Since the Revolution tended to define liberty as the reward for righteous struggle, it was difficult to think of freedom as something that could be granted to supposedly passive slaves.” If the connection between metaphorical and chattel slavery led some people—mostly slaves or free blacks and a few whites such as the political leader James Otis and the theologian Samuel Hopkins—toward abolitionism, that was by no means the only logical outcome. For many people the conclusion was quite different: Just as white Americans acted to resist their enslavement, so it fell to chattel slaves to resist theirs.14

The American Revolution left a twinned legacy: a call to freedom linked with an obligation to resist. The most extreme form of this view held that a person must be willing to sacrifice his life in order to defend his freedom. “Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of chains, and slavery?” asked Patrick Henry. “I know not what course others may take,” he famously continued, “but as for me, give me liberty or give me death!” During the early nineteenth century, that cry of liberty or death became the greatest of all revolutionary slogans: Henry’s speech was printed in no fewer than thirty-five editions of William Wirt’s 1817 biography of Henry and excerpted in innumerable schoolbooks and other popular texts—including William Holmes McGuffey’s Eclectic Readers, first published in 1836, of which between 50 and 120 million copies were eventually sold. All men might be endowed with natural liberty, the ubiquitous slogan implied, but they must nevertheless act to preserve that freedom. Many others agreed. “The time is now near at hand which must probably determine, whether Americans are to be, Freemen, or Slaves. . . . Our cruel and unremitting Enemy leaves us no choice but a brave resistance, or the most abject submission,” wrote George Washington. “We have therefore to resolve to conquer or die.” Such views rested on a well-understood historical schema. Without the virtue to sustain freedom, liberty would collapse into tyranny and enslavement. Only by assertive action—in the ultimate account, by risking their lives—could colonists preserve their liberty. “When republican virtue fails,” Tom Paine succinctly stated, “slavery ensues.” Freedom and slavery thus became linked to virtue, understood as the will to resist tyranny.15

14 Davis, Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution, 257. See also, ibid., 259, 282; and Greene, All Men Are Created Equal, 30–31.
15 Since Wirt reconstructed the speech much later, the accuracy of its most felicitous phrase is questionable. Whether or not Wirt’s reconstruction was accurate, however, its enormous diffusion made it part of the Revolution’s legacy, as it promoted a certain idea of resistance and freedom. Wirt, Sketches of the Life and Character of Patrick Henry, 123; Wm. H. McGuffey, McGuffey’s New Sixth Eclectic Reader: Exercises in Rhetorical Reading, With Introductory Rules and Examples (Cincinnati, 1857), 118–21, as cited in Digital Research Library, University Library System, University of Pittsburgh, Nietzsche Old Textbook Collection: 19th Century Schoolbooks <http://digital.library.pitt.edu/nietz/fulltext/> (Jan. 6, 2003); Elliott J. Gorn, “Introduction: Educating America,” in The McGuffey Readers: Selections from the 1879 Edition, ed. Elliott J. Gorn (Boston, 1998), 2; “General Orders,” July 2, 1776, in The Papers of George Washington: Revolutionary War Series, vol. V, ed. W. W. Abbot and Dorothy Twohig (Charlottesville, 1993), 180; Thomas Paine, Common Sense (1776), in Common Sense and Related Readings, ed. Thomas P. Slaughter (Boston, 2001), 86. The speech was reprinted in many schoolbooks, for example, Ebenezer Bancroft Williston, Eloquence of the United States (Middletown, 1827), 60–63.
Such statements offered a particular understanding of slavery. If people proved their virtue by maintaining their freedom, they proved their lack of it by submitting to slavery. “They, who are willing to be made slaves and to lose their rights, as Issachar, without one struggle,” wrote a Massachusetts author in 1761, stating the point baldly, “justly deserve the miseries and insults an imperious despot can put upon them. They richly deserve to be trampled on by the whole chain of wretches.” A virtuous person would resist slavery, even at the cost of life itself. An abject person, by contrast, would submit and would “justly deserve” the slavery that ensued. This view was not racially specific, but universalizable to white as well as black. “At this auspicious period, the United States came into existence as a Nation,” declared George Washington in his *Circular to the States* of 1783, a text whose fame was only surpassed by his later Farewell Address, “and if their Citizens should not be completely free and happy, the fault will be entirely their own.” If Americans fell into tyranny and enslavement, they would have only themselves to blame. They would deserve their fate.16

America’s revolutionary rhetoric thus merged slavery and freedom into conceptual twins. The antinomies persisted even in the freighted adjectives: if “freedom” was opposed to “slavery,” “resistance” to “submission,” so was “virtuous” opposed to “abject,” a word frequently paired with slavery, as in: “abject slavery.” Freedom and slavery stood, not in dialectical contradiction to, but in tension with, each other. Slavery was the falling away from, or perversion of, freedom and could not simply be externalized onto an other. The slide from virtuous freedom to abject slavery remained a possibility for all Americans, white and black. The implications for slavery were important. Because all humans were endowed with the capacity of acting in historical time, the choice to resist or submit fell to every person, whether slave or free. Which choice had slaves apparently made? Their continued enslavement gave the answer. Free whites and African slaves alike could thus be held responsible for maintaining their freedom or submitting to slavery. This logic had the benefit of eliding the problem of slavery’s origins—so vexing to Locke and other seventeenth-century theorists. Even someone born into slavery had the capacity to resist or die trying. Continued enslavement thus signified a choice to submit, legitimating the institution by an implied consent. Other subtle distinctions—as between collective and individual freedom—were also elided. Indeed, it may well have been the particular mix of liberal and republican thought in early America that allowed writers and polemists to slip between the two. Where republican, or neo-Roman, thought held that freedom was achieved or lost collectively, through participatory governance and vigilance, liberal theory concerned itself with the individual, elevating consent as the basis of political legitimacy. Combined with intensely individualistic Calvinist views

of slavery, early American political discourse enabled a slippage between collective and individual freedom. Just as a people or nation lost its rights by failing to act, so this peculiar combination of liberal and republican ideology made it possible to blame a person for his or her enslavement. To illustrate, let us examine how the Revolution came to be seen by postrevolutionary Americans.17

**Revolution, Resistance, and Reaction**

The new nation’s burgeoning print culture, operating through school books, biographies, almanacs, and other popular literature, promulgated a narrative of the Revolu-

---

17 This paragraph has been much improved by the many challenging thoughts and comments of Anders Stephanson. See also Stephanson, “Liberty or Death.”
tion as a successful act of resistance by a people threatened with slavery, rather than as a complex geopolitical event whose success rested on contingent political, military, and diplomatic factors. That narrative defined freedom as the fruit of virtuous revolutionary resistance. Enshrining individual action as the motor of history, this post-revolutionary definition of freedom—not the only meaning during this period, let it be noted—provided an insidious new legitimation of slavery, which placed the onus of freedom on slaves themselves and on individual acts of resistance.

As Benjamin Franklin’s proposed seal for the United States suggests (see figure 1), the iconography of slavery powerfully shaped views of the American Revolution in early American political discourse. Americans, like the ancient Israelites, were led out of slavery into the promised land of freedom. But unlike the Israelites, saved by God who slew the Egyptians in the Red Sea—and perhaps it is for this reason that a different image was chosen for the official seal in 1783—white Americans had freed themselves by their own agency. Or so the story went. “When therefore the Colonies saw that the face of [Lord] North was set against them for evil,” wrote Mason Locke Weems in his biography of George Washington, one of the most popular works of American history (a book that Abraham Lincoln recalled as formative in shaping his view of the Revolution), “they rose up as one man... resolved like true-born sons of Britons to live free and happy, or, not to live at all.” That narrative dramatically simplified the Revolution. It erased all historical contingency, substituting a heroic act of resistance as the motor of the Revolution—indeed, of history. “When the moment arrived which was to degrade and humiliate the American people to a condition with the slaves of the East,” declared James Monroe to the Virginia General Assembly in 1801, “they proved themselves equal to the crisis. They declared themselves an independent people, and by an heroic exertion made themselves so.” Even the great Puritan handbook, the New England Primer, was edited to reflect this altered understanding. (See figure 2.) Whereas children had once been taught the letter W with the couplet:

Whales in the Sea
God’s Voice obey.

The revised lesson read:

By Washington,
Great deeds were done.

It is hard to imagine a better example of the revolutionary understanding of agency: God’s agency, once the mover of all worldly deeds, even those of whales, was increasingly supplanted by human agency, epitomized by a Washington who did great deeds.18

The narrative of resistance, slavery, and freedom reached a vast audience, powerfully inflecting early national political discourse. Consider, for instance, a toast proclaimed at a July 4 celebration in 1795, held by the combined Democratic, Tammany, Mechanic, and Military societies of New York and dedicated to “The People of the United States.” “May they always possess the wisdom to discern their rights, virtue to deserve and courage to maintain and defend them.” For this Republican speaker, freedom stemmed partly from people’s “rights.” But it also rested on the “virtue” necessary to “deserve” them: People proved themselves worthy of freedom by resisting tyranny. A song from that same July 4 celebration, in which British tyranny merged seamlessly into the tyranny of the Federalist party, offered further evidence of such people’s virtue. “Swear firmly to stand, ’Till oppression is driven quite out of the land,” sang the group, concluding with the rousing vow that they would “DIE, OR BE FREE.”19

Figure 2. A comparison of these New England Primer pages from 1737 (left) and 1822 (right) shows that later editions emphasized human agency as the motor of history. The earlier edition, featuring the couplet “Whales in the Sea / God’s Voice obey,” was used throughout the colonial period and by many printers well into the nineteenth century. The 1822 page reflects the alteration made in many editions published after the American Revolution: “By WASHINGTON, / Great deeds were done.” Reprinted from Paul Leicester Ford, The New England Primer: A History of Its Origin and Development with a Reprint of the Unique Copy of the Earliest Known Edition . . . (1737; n.p., 1897). Reprinted from The New England Primer, Improved: For the more easy attaining of the true Reading of English . . . (Albany, 1822). Courtesy Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.

The narrative of resistance, slavery, and freedom reached a vast audience, powerfully inflecting early national political discourse. Consider, for instance, a toast proclaimed at a July 4 celebration in 1795, held by the combined Democratic, Tammany, Mechanic, and Military societies of New York and dedicated to “The People of the United States.” “May they always possess the wisdom to discern their rights, virtue to deserve and courage to maintain and defend them.” For this Republican speaker, freedom stemmed partly from people’s “rights.” But it also rested on the “virtue” necessary to “deserve” them: People proved themselves worthy of freedom by resisting tyranny. A song from that same July 4 celebration, in which British tyranny merged seamlessly into the tyranny of the Federalist party, offered further evidence of such people’s virtue. “Swear firmly to stand, ’Till oppression is driven quite out of the land,” sang the group, concluding with the rousing vow that they would “DIE, OR BE FREE.”19


People of vastly different social classes and political orientations used the same language. Railing against the War of 1812, for instance, the ardent Federalist Josiah Quincy warned that the people of Massachusetts would become “slaves” if they did not resist odious trade policies: “If the people of the commonwealth of Massachusetts shall ever become slaves,” argued Quincy, “it will be from choice and not from nature; it will be, not because they have not the power to maintain their freedom, but because they are unworthy of it.” If people had to make themselves worthy of freedom, an enslaved person by definition deserved that fate—an argument Quincy fearlessly broached. If the people of Massachusetts sink into slavery, he warned, “we deserve what we endure. We deserve to be, what we are,—of no more weight than slaves.” If Quincy here suggested a distinction between people with the power to maintain their freedom and others who lacked that power, this subtlety was rare indeed. In virtually every other context, issues of power, circumstance, and contingency were erased. By viewing people as autonomous, self-willed, rational individuals, America’s revolutionary ideology elided the vast difference between whites threatened with political slavery and blacks enduring chattel slavery. Instead, it drew the distinction between people who “deserved” freedom and people who did not, between those who had “chosen” resistance and those who had “chosen” slavery. Here was the crucial conceptual move: By erasing such distinctions, the ideology grounded itself in a fantasy of consent, shifting the moral burden of slavery from the slaveholder to the slave.20

It has traditionally been held that, in affirming a natural and inalienable right to human freedom and equality, the Revolution undermined the legitimacy of American slavery. Whether they examine pro- or antislavery thought, most analysts agree. “So long as Americans revered the Revolution and its ideology, slavery was an inseparable evil,” argues Larry E. Tise, in the most astute analysis of proslavery ideology I know. Even for Tise, who sees proslavery as a central feature of antebellum political culture in the North as well as the South, defending slavery entailed a rejection of the Revolution’s theories of liberty. “It was only when they thought of slavery outside the perspective of Revolutionary ideology that they ascribed good to it.”21

There is obvious truth to this account. The Revolution and its language of rights provided a powerful discourse to abolitionists, democrats, women’s rights advocates, workers, and many others.22 But their efforts may have blinded us to other meanings of freedom and slavery during this period, and other uses of American liberal and

20 Josiah Quincy, An Oration delivered before the Washington Benevolent Society of Massachusetts, on the Thirtieth Day of April, 1813, Being the Anniversary of the First Inauguration of President Washington (Boston, 1813), 18, 28. Emphasis added.
22 See, for example, Philip S. Foner, ed., We, the Other People: Alternative Declarations of Independence by Labor Groups, Farmers, Women’s Rights Advocates, Socialists, and Blacks, 1829–1975 (Urbana, 1976).
republican traditions that allowed people to justify slavery fully *within* the perspective of American revolutionary ideology. In this respect—perhaps only in this respect—the Hartzian paradigm still reigns. Although historians have long since dismantled Louis Hartz’s argument that the United States was dominated by a Lockean view that all men are by their nature free and equal, many persist in viewing slavery and the South much as Hartz viewed them: a curious anomaly, abnormality, or aberration of American political culture, a departure from revolutionary ideology.

Most scholars now agree that early American political culture was neither exclusively Lockean nor exclusively liberal. It contained, not one, but several liberal traditions, which always existed alongside other ideologies, many of them transnational, all overlapping in a variety of ways. One configuration fused an individualizing liberal ideology with republican theory—according to which freedom resulted from eternal vigilance and ultimately from resistance to tyranny—and with Protestant associations of freedom with virtue, slavery with sin. This fusion created a liberal-republican ideology with powerful and pernicious implications. The belief that a failure to resist tyranny made people “tame” and “abject,” suiting them for slavery, became increasingly common after the Revolution. Consider a school book edited and sold by the Philadelphia printer Mathew Carey and endorsed by none other than Thomas Jefferson that offered the following lesson:

> Who lives, and is not weary of a life  
> Expos’d to manacles, deserves them well.

Another selection made the same point:

> When liberty is lost,  
> Let abject cowards live; but in the brave  
> It were a treachery to themselves, enough  
> To merit chains.

Such lessons provided a clear account of the origins of slavery. Slavery did not result from conquest or misfortune, but from a lack of virtue. It resulted from a *choice* to live in slavery rather than die with virtue. Slavery could be the well-deserved state of abject cowards.23

Although hardly universal, this view of freedom and slavery was widely held. Not only Democratic-Republican societies, but a broad range of Americans—socially, politically, and geographically—articulated it. Perhaps most important in this regard were school books such as Carey’s, which carried this meaning of slavery and freedom to children throughout the North and South. Consider, for instance, Lindley Murray’s *English Reader*, first published in 1799, by far the most popular reader in the early nineteenth century. Endorsed by Lincoln as “the best schoolbook ever put in the hands of an American Youth,” it is estimated to have sold some five million copies during the first half of the nineteenth century. Intended to teach children both reading and virtue, Murray’s reader was a compilation of quotations and anecdotes

culled from writers both ancient and modern. “The slavery produced by vice appears in the dependence under which it brings the sinner, to circumstances of external fortune,” read one selection. By contrast, the selection continued:

One of the favourite characters of liberty, is the independence it bestows. He who is truly a freeman is above all servile compliances, and abject subjection. . . . But the sinner has forfeited every privilege of this nature. His passions and habits render him an absolute dependent on the world, and the world’s favour; on the uncertain goods of fortune, and the fickle humours of men. . . . His hope and fears all hang upon the world. He partakes in all its vicissitudes; and is moved and shaken by every wind of fortune. This is to be in the strictest sense a slave to the world.

Associating liberty with virtue and independence, and slavery with sin, dependence, and abjection, this selection joined stoic views of slavery to Protestant and republican discourses to define freedom and slavery as a personal choice. Each state depended on the individual’s inner spiritual worth, the virtuous freeman rising above the vicissitudes of fortune to make himself independent, the slave submitting and “forfeiting” the privileges of freedom. The point was echoed in a quotation from the seventeenth-century English poet John Dryden in Mathew Carey’s school book. “Man makes his fate according to his mind: / The weak low spirit fortune makes her slave, / But she’s a druge when hector’d by the brave.” White Americans could look back on the Revolution for confirmation that they were worthy, among “the brave.” After all, they had resisted tyranny and gained freedom. By the same logic, the persistence of millions in chattel slavery suggested that, lacking the virtue to free themselves—having made the choice to submit to fortune rather than to resist or die—slaves deserved their obnoxious condition.24

Some might wish to absolve the liberal component of this liberal-republican ideology, associating liberalism with the Declaration of Independence’s statement of universal rights, and instead to see republicanism as the culprit here. And it is true that the classical republican or neo-Roman tradition did historically tolerate slavery by defining slaves as nonpersons. Even more, the enslavement of some people made Athenian and Roman liberty possible for others. Nevertheless, while republican theory was historically compatible with slavery, the liberal components of the liberal-republican ideology were just as powerful in authorizing American slavery as its republican and Protestant elements. James Kettner has shown that the citizenship created by the Revolution was grounded in what he calls “volitional allegiance”—consent. The liberal preoccupation with a specific kind of subjective identity—the individual as rational, self-willed, self-controlled, in short, autonomous—provided the conceptual foundation for this revolutionary theory of government. Indeed, the texts examined here were producing precisely that kind of liberal individual for a new kind of government based on consent. According to this political theory, argues Kettner, “Americans came to see that citizenship must begin with an act of individual choice. Every man had to have the right to decide whether to be a citizen or an alien.”

24 Charles Monaghan, The Murrays of Murray Hill (Brooklyn, 1998), 4, 96, 103, 133; Lindley Murray, The English Reader; or, Pieces In Prose And Poetry. . . . (New York, 1802), 119; Carey, School of Wisdom, 106.
If the implications of liberal theory for women have been much examined, its impact on slaves has been less so.25

The liberal tendency to individualize power trapped slaves in a double bind. It erased the power relationships embedded in chattel slavery and replaced them with the fiction that each individual chooses slavery or freedom, thus shifting the moral burden of slavery onto the slave. By attributing moral agency to slaves—by holding them to standards of rational, autonomous subjectivity—it made slaves responsible for their condition. Even people born into slavery at some point made a choice to submit. At the very least, they could have chosen death over slavery. This liberal formulation—by not resisting, slaves had consented to their enslavement—grounded both citizenship and slavery in consent. Which may explain why southerners preferred the term “servant” to “slave,” the former connoting an element of voluntarism. This is not to say that other justifications of slavery—those based on race, for instance, that denied slaves’ humanity or consigned slaves to the status of such allegedly irrational actors as children and women—did not exist. But it may be worth asking whether the “liberal” justification was even more insidious than others in leading to contempt, rather than sympathy, for the slave. Be that as it may, the particular mix of republicanism, Protestantism, and liberalism in early American political discourse made this logic thinkable.26

Race was an integral part of this story. These meanings of virtue, agency, resistance, and autonomy became central to a racial idiom that would persist long after the abolition of slavery. Racial ideologies reinforced the view that enslaved men were unvirtuous, unmanly, and unwilling to resist. They joined with the American liberal-republican ideology that held virtue to be a precondition to freedom. Far from contradicting the nation’s revolutionary heritage, racial stereotypes actually supported the belief that blacks were unfit for freedom. The many links between race and gender ideologies further contributed to liberal-republican ideology by contrasting the manly action associated with whites to the effeminate degeneracy associated with blacks. Virtù, of course, descends from the Latin vir, meaning man, and its correlate virtus, meaning manliness. Not surprisingly, therefore, the concept of virtue in its liberal, republican, and Protestant forms resonated with gender during the revolutionary and postrevolutionary periods. Antinomies of virtue such as cowardice, idleness, luxury, and dependence—abjectness, in short—were coded in both gendered terms (associated with effeminacy) and racial terms (associated with blackness). Among white women, virtue became linked to skin color, accentuating the contrast to the blackness and degradation of slaves. Black women were particularly marked by this ideology—their color and gender marking them as doubly abject. The mulatto children who populated so many southern plantations embodied yet another form of

violence commonly inflicted on slave women, attesting to the connection between sexual domination and political subordination and attaching associations of lascivious sexuality to African American women, yet another manifestation of an ideology that made it possible to blame oppression on the oppressed.27

American liberal-republican ideology did, however, distinguish between slaves, both male and female, and white women. Certainly, the ideology denied women's capacity to become full citizens because of their dependence and their lack, by definition, of “manly” traits. That is hardly surprising; as numerous scholars have shown, the exclusion of women was foundational to contract theory and built into the emerging liberal nationalisms of the period, which were committed not only to liberty and equality but also to fraternity: a community of men. The individual of liberal theory and of eighteenth-century nationalism was male, not universal, and his status as public and political actor rested on the relegation of women to the private realm. Nevertheless, important differences existed between slaves and white women, for white women's dependence did not mark them as abject. In early national political discourse, virtuous womanhood was not only possible; it was a foundation of American political ideologies. Virtuous women were necessary to train future (male) citizens and thus to ensure the preservation of the Republic. As much scholarship has shown, the rhetoric of republican motherhood restricted women to the domestic sphere even as it created a space for certain forms of civic action and fostered a separate culture, at least among middle-class white women. And if it is clear that such women played only an indirect role in the Republic, as trainers of virtue in their sons, it is equally clear that there could be such a thing as a virtuous white woman. A virtuous slave was more problematic—in effect, a contradiction in terms. A slave with sufficient virtue would resist, finding either death or freedom, but never slavery.28

The liberal-republican ideology would be disseminated through print culture to large segments of the new nation: to its political class by speeches, pamphlets, and newspapers.27


pers; to its religious class by sermons and religious texts; to its reading public by almanacs, magazines, novels, and histories; and perhaps most important of all, to the nation’s children by school books and biographies. Let us turn to the *Columbian Orator*, compiled by Caleb Bingham, a collection of excerpted speeches, sermons, and dialogues that taught children how to read and to speak publicly while giving lessons on morality and virtue. First published in 1797, it was one of the most popular textbooks of the age, reprinted no fewer than thirty-four times by 1840. Read by hundreds of thousands of young Americans across the new nation, it sought to inculcate the liberal republicanism we have been examining. “Heavn’s!” exclaims a hero from Joseph Addison’s *Cato*, excerpted here as in many other early American school books. “Can a Roman senate long debate / Which of the two to choose slav’ry or death!” Cato’s answer was clear.

No, let us draw our term of freedom out . . .
   in Cato’s judgment,
A day, an hour of virtuous liberty,
   Is worth a whole eternity of bondage.

The dichotomy was stark: slavery on one side, freedom (and possible death) on the other. Cato’s “virtuous liberty” joined republican and Protestant currents to associate virtue with liberty and slavery with an absence of virtue—and eternal damnation. Such lessons taught that each individual had the capacity to choose liberty over bondage.29

The point was repeated throughout the *Columbian Orator*. Consider a fictional dialogue between a white American and an Indian, in which the nobility of the Indian shines through in his last words, almost an echo of Cato’s. “We had rather die in honorable war,” the Indian tells his white interlocutor, “than live in dishonorable peace.” Adding a powerful dimension to the trope of the noble savage, this dialogue employed the same meaning of virtue as Cato and the American revolutionaries. In every instance, freedom resulted from virtue—resistance to tyranny, a willingness to sacrifice life for liberty, and a refusal to live in bondage. Those qualities made a person worthy of freedom.30

---


30 Bingham, *Columbian Orator*, ed. Blight, 238. See also “Speech of the Caledonian General,” *ibid.*, 162–65. The trope of the noble Indian who would die before submitting to slavery seems to have been fairly common in school books of the day. See also William Johnston, *A New Introduction to Enfield’s Speaker; or, A Collection of Easy Lessons, Arranged on an Improved Plan. Designed For the Use of Schools* (London, 1800), 49–50.
But what about people lacking those qualities—were they fit only for slavery? That seems to have been the message in perhaps the most interesting and complex of the book’s selections, a brief drama entitled *Slaves in Barbary*, a tale of two Venetian brothers captured by Tunisian pirates and sold into slavery. Their refusal to submit to slavery brings them to the attention of the “Bashaw” of Tunis, who, moved by their virtue, sets them free. The plot line emerges at the very beginning, where the first words of Amandar, an enslaved Venetian, establish his credentials as a worthy slave. “I ask the fatal blow,” he tells his captor, “to put a period to my miseries.” Amandar’s willingness to die rather than live in slavery proves he is too virtuous to remain enslaved; his freedom becomes inevitable. The drama repeats the message that virtue results in freedom when a group of captured sailors are sold at a slave auction, all except one sailor who refuses to submit. Teague, a fiery Irish prisoner, tells his captors that had he known the slavery that awaited him, “I would have fought ye till I died.” Instantly, the bashaw takes an interest in the man, praises his “inborn virtues,” and buys him in order to set him free. Once again virtue—understood as a willingness to resist enslavement, a willingness to sacrifice one’s life—results in freedom.31

In the drama these characters are contrasted to an African American slave who makes a brief appearance. Though he is given a fairly sympathetic role, the contrast between this slave and the worthy ones could not be more striking. At the auction where Teague refuses to be sold into slavery, this “honest Negro lad” is described by the auctioneer as an excellent purchase: “He is bred to his business.” Unlike Teague and Amandar, who prove their virtue by rebelling, this young man is bought for a hefty sum because, as the buyer explains, “He is trained into his business.” Although the man’s race is clearly a factor, what most distinguishes him from the Venetians is not an external quality such as race or religion, but his individual character. Lest this subtlety be lost on the book’s young readers, a witness to the auction makes the point explicit. “Courage is a very good recommendation for a sailor, or soldier; but for a slave, I would give as much for one of your faint-hearted cowards, that you find hid in the hold in time of action, as for a dozen, who will meet you with a pistol at your head.” Race factored here, but race alone did not justify slavery. Just the contrary: the Barbary drama attacks the hypocrisy of a drunk white American who praises liberty even as he whips his black slave. By associating whiteness with virtue and blackness with degradation, racial ideologies united with America’s liberal-republican ideology to posit that black slaves were unworthy of freedom. Racial ideologies strengthened the association of virtue with freedom, and lack of virtue with slavery. They buttressed, rather than contradicting, the liberal-republican ideology of slavery and freedom.32

The view that slavery results from a lack of virtue or courage was made in another selection, a fictional dialogue between a master and a slave. Here again the plot is


clear from the very first line, where we learn that the slave has been caught running away—for the second time. With the runaway's credentials as a worthy slave thus established by his resistance, his refusal to submit to slavery, the reader can already guess how the dialogue will end. The slave's virtue shines through not only in his bold willingness to argue with his master, not only in his repeated attempts to escape, but ultimately in his willingness to accept death rather than remain a slave. “Alas!” exclaims this worthy slave, “is a life like mine, torn from a country, friends, and all I held dear . . . worth thinking about for old age? No: the sooner it ends, the sooner I shall obtain that relief for which my soul pants.” The fictional slave's choice of death over slavery made clear, the reader can hardly be surprised when he gains his freedom. Apparently, a willingness to die for freedom made even a black slave worthy of freedom. Race might correlate highly to a lack of virtue in these imaged slaves, but the relationship was not a necessary one.33

More than this dialogue (which left a deep mark on Frederick Douglass's thinking), another account of a virtuous slave, with a very different outcome, suggests how the liberal-republican ideology shaped meanings of American slavery and freedom. The anecdote about Quashi may be apocryphal, but its interest lies less in its accuracy than in the breadth of its circulation, which was wide indeed. The earliest publication I know of dates from a 1793 issue of the *Massachusetts Magazine*. The story was later reprinted in several textbooks, including an 1802 Mathew Carey publication entitled *The Columbian Reading Book; or, Historical Preceptor*, an 1804 antislavery book that called it a “well-attested relation”; and a school book entitled *Biographical Sketches and Interesting Anecdotes of Persons of Colour*, which was assigned in the New York African free schools, and which was apparently widely used in other schools as well.34 The story tells of a slave named Quashi who grows up as his master's “play-fellow” and whose noble virtues promote him to plantation overseer. Falsely accused of some act, Quashi cannot bear the prospect of being whipped—his smooth skin was unbroken by whip marks—and “dread[ing] this mortal wound to his honour,” runs into hiding. His master chases him through the plantation and catches him. Down they fall. After a “severe struggle,” Quashi emerges victorious and, seated on his master's breast, holds “him motion less.” When Quashi produces “a sharp knife,” the master lies “in dreadful expectation, helpless, and shrinking into himself.” At this point, however, the story takes a sudden and unexpected turn.

33 Ibid., 211. This same dialogue was printed in Nathaniel Heaton, *The Columbian Preceptor. Containing A Variety of New Pieces in Prose, Poetry, and Dialogues; with Rules for Reading. Selected From the Most Approved Authors. For the Use of Schools in the United States* (Wrentham, 1801), 39–42. See also the virtuous (and violent) resistance of John Smith, captured into Turkish slavery, who “beat out the Bashaw's brains with the threshing bat . . . [and] resolved to escape.” Noah Webster, *The Little Reader's Assistant. . . .* (Hartford, 1791), 7.

“Master [says Quashi], I was bred up with you from a child: I was your playmate when a boy: I have loved you as myself; your interest has been my study; I am innocent of the cause of your suspicion . . . yet you have condemned me to a punishment, of which I must ever have borne the disgraceful marks—thus only can I avoid them.” With these words, he drew the knife with all his strength across his own throat, and fell down dead, without a groan, on his master, bathing him in blood.35

Quashi finds, not emancipation, but a bloody, self-inflicted death. Freely chosen, enacted by his own hand, this suicide affirms American liberal-republican ideology. Quashi represents that contradiction in terms, a virtuous, honorable slave. His life could end only in death or freedom, never in slavery. So Quashi proves his virtue by refusing to continue submitting to slavery. The fictional slave in the Columbian Orator found his freedom; Quashi found death. But both proved themselves worthy. Indeed, one might suggest that Quashi found a different freedom, embodied in the spiritual that serves as an epigraph to this essay: He went home to his lord and was free.

As these examples suggest, race reinforced the already close connections between freedom, virtue, and whiteness; slavery, sin, and blackness. But the correlations were not exact. On the one hand, some Europeans had to prove their fitness to be citizens. (A 1782 Georgia law, for instance, mandated the deportation of all Scotsmen except those “who have exerted themselves in behalf of the freedom and Independence of the United States.”) On the other hand, African American slaves such as Quashi or the runaway described in the Columbian Orator could prove their virtue, that is, their unfitness to remain slaves. Indeed, instances of virtuous African Americans appear to have been, if not common in early American popular literature, at least not unusual. An antislavery almanac from the late 1830s graphically depicted the evils of slavery in its image of a virtuous slave who ran away and ultimately hanged himself—“that he might not again fall into the hands of his tormenter.” (See figure 3.) Yet another widely reprinted book narrated the story of “several runaway Negroes”—their virtue already apparent in their attempted escape—captured and condemned to hang. The captors proved reluctant to execute the slaves, however, and offered a slave his life if he would execute his friends, but the slave “refused it: he would sooner die.” “The master [then] fixed on another of his slaves to perform the office. ‘Stay,’ said this last, ‘till I prepare myself.’ He instantly retired to his hut, and cut off his wrist with an axe. Returning to his master, ‘now,’ said he, ‘compel me, if you can, to hang my comrades.’” Perhaps the juxtaposition of such virtuous actions with the lowly condition of African American slaves explains why this gruesome story appeared in an early book of jests. Such irreconcilable contradiction—virtuous slaves—resolved itself as a form of humor. The logic was deeply self-serving, of course, for it meant that the only incontrovertible proof of virtue in a slave was death. The humor was dark indeed.36

35 Columbian Reading Book, 92–93.
36 Georgia law quoted in Kettner, Development of American Citizenship, 216; The Merry Fellow’s Companion; or,
The contours of this ideology should now be fairly clear. Beginning with a certain understanding of autonomy, the assumption that human agency is the motor of history, these texts defined virtue as a willingness to resist tyranny and held that people gained either freedom or slavery through individual action. Postrevolutionary Americans could thus hold that slaves had willingly consented to slavery—a matter of no small importance in a nation that grounded citizenship in consent. White Americans need not sense any contradiction between their revolutionary ideology and the persistence of slavery in their nation. By choosing to submit, slaves had proved themselves unworthy of freedom. They deserved slavery.

Slave Resistance and Proslavery Ideology

That view of freedom and slavery was neither the only one during the period, nor did it represent some existential truth about early America. It was, quite obviously, empirically unfounded, erasing important features of early American life. As generations of scholarship have shown, the diversity of social experience in early America—once the lives of women, free blacks, Indians, indentured servants, and others who lacked full autonomy are considered—collapses any simple binary between slavery and freedom. Far from representing some truth about early America, this figure of the slave who chooses slavery, thus making himself unworthy of freedom, is closer to what Slavoj Žižek calls an “ideological myth”: a myth that serves both to “explain” slavery within liberal-republican ideology and “to justify present exploitation.” The lack of empirical grounding is thus beside the point: This ideology existed to erase
awkward facts and to overcome irreconcilable contradictions. To illustrate the point—to see the ideology erasing awkward facts—let us turn away from representations of slavery in popular media and toward some responses to actual slave resistance. Since the historiography on slavery has focused more on slave resistance than on responses to it, the conclusions will necessarily remain provisional. An initial glance, however, seems to confirm the currency of liberal-republican ideology. It informed the two most common responses to resistance: outright denial on the one hand and on the other admission that resistance made slaves worthy of freedom.37

Slave resistance most commonly took nonviolent forms. When one considers that only in the last thirty years have most historians come to acknowledge that theft, escape, arson, lying, shirking work, and other forms of day-to-day rebelliousness constituted acts of resistance, it should not be surprising to find that few whites in the early republic viewed them as such. America’s revolutionary ideology privileged confrontation—preferably to the death. Patrick Henry, after all, had not urged Americans to resist nonviolently; he urged them to fight. That ideology made it easy to deny that most forms of slave resistance constituted true resistance. Indeed, views of slaves as lazy, deceitful, and supine merely reinforced the Sambo stereotype, strengthening the belief that slaves lacked virtue and deserved their fate. Racial ideologies further buttressed this logic; race became just one more way to explain slaves’ failure to resist. Racial ideologies joined with, rather than contradicted, America’s liberal-republican ideology.

Of course, dramatic, revolutionary slave resistance did occur, often explicitly modeled on the American Revolution, and it forced whites to confront the problem of slave resistance more directly. But just as with more mundane forms of defiance, many white commentators denied that escape and even rebellion constituted true resistance to slavery. If the specific strategies varied, all united in denying that slaves were agents of resistance. John Hope Franklin and Loren Schweninger have noted as much in their study of slave runaways, who were often described as kidnapped, lured away, or otherwise manipulated by outside forces. Similar strategies inevitably attributed slave insurrection to outside influences: French revolutionaries, northern abolitionists, free blacks, providential retribution, anyone but slaves themselves. The denial of slaves’ agency extended even to the most dramatic instance of slave resistance in the Atlantic world: the Haitian revolution of the 1790s. As the historian Ashli White observes, “Accounts in American newspapers . . . generally denied that the slaves were the authors of revolution. Instead, contemporary commentators looked to other groups—French republicans, colonists, and anti-slavery activists

among others—as a way to explain the uprising.” Such accounts confirmed the fantasy that only outside manipulation prevented slaves from submitting to slavery, and they persisted until the very end of legalized slavery. “No attempt at insurrection in the South has ever originated from the domestic negro,” insisted an anonymous southern author in 1861, “but such nefarious designs have always been fomented from other sources—such as Vesey, of St. Domingo, and Northern incendiaries.”

Other explanations cast resistance in terms of social deviance. A New Orleans physician believed he had discovered a new disease: “drapetomania, or the disease causing Negroes to run away.” The same held for insurrection. The Haitian revolutionaries were not engaged in a manly struggle for freedom; they were “Cannibals,” Thomas Jefferson wrote; they were “spurred on by the desire of plunder, carnage, and conflagration,” averred the Pennsylvania Gazette, “and not by the spirit of liberty, as some folks pretend.” The same discourse prevailed many years later in response to Nat Turner’s 1831 revolt. Rebellious slaves were “deluded wretches,” “mad—infatuated—deceived by some artful knaves, or stimulated by their own miscalculating passions.” Newspapers described them as a “set of banditti,” driven by a lust for white women—almost anything save rebels risking their lives in a fight for freedom. Instead of confirming rebellious slaves’ manhood, proving that they, at least, deserved freedom, revolt revealed their depravity, even their monstrosity. “What strikes us as the most remarkable thing in this matter,” opined the Richmond Enquirer after Turner’s revolt, “is the horrible ferocity of these monsters. They remind one of a parcel of blood-thirsty wolves rushing down from the Alps.” These self-serving accounts of slave insurrection were disseminated far more widely than counternarratives by slaves and others who portrayed insurrection as revolutionary resistance. Whether because of a belief that slavery had degraded its subjects or merely because of a racist double standard, the possibility that slaves might be capable of manly resistance, and therefore worthy of freedom, was rarely articulated in public. Instead, public discourse insisted that American slaves did not fight for their freedom. When alternative explanations failed, even no explanation seemed more persuasive. “What the ulterior object was, is unknown,” the Richmond Constitutional Whig commented after Turner’s revolt. “The more intelligent opinion is that they had none.”

Still other responses to slave insurrection affirmed slaves’ innate docility. According to the historian Douglas Egerton, a myth arose after the execution of Gabriel,
famed leader of the Virginia slave conspiracy of 1800, that he “lost all firmness [and showed] nothing but abject fear” when he approached the scaffold. Egerton finds no evidence for this story. But evidence is beside the point. By portraying Gabriel as an antirevolutionary, “abject” in fear, too cowardly to die for his freedom, this story distinguished Gabriel and his compatriots from leaders of the American Revolution; it proved they were ultimately unworthy of freedom. Similarly, when Nat Turner was finally captured, news reports insisted that “he displayed no sort of enterprise in the attempt to escape, nor any degree of courage in resisting the person who captured him.” Even more improbably, another newspaper explained how Turner was caught. Spotted by a local white, “Nat hailed him and offered to surrender. . . . The prisoner, as his captor came up, submissively laid himself on the ground and was thus securely tied—not making the least resistance!” Even Turner’s months-long escape after the rebellion proved his cowardice. During that time, one newspaper claimed, Turner had “wished to give himself up, but could never summon sufficient resolution!” The Richmond Enquirer ultimately concluded that Turner was “a wild fanatic or a gross imposter—but without possessing a single quality of a Hero or a General—without spirit—without courage, and without sagacity.” Later depictions would counter this view of Turner, portraying his capture in a heroic light. (See figure 4.) An 1870 print, for instance, showed Turner proudly approaching his captor, armed, his back firm and upright, prepared to meet his fate. In both versions—the proslavery and antislavery versions, we might call them—Turner’s virtue hinges on his status as a rebel resisting slavery. Only through virtuous resistance, it would appear, would Turner truly qualify for freedom.40

Those responses suggest how American liberal-republican ideology shaped public discourse on slave resistance. Race was a factor here as elsewhere, making virtue possible in whites and all but impossible among blacks. But here again race joined with liberal-republican ideology rather than serving as a catchall explanation. If race were the full story, it would have been possible to justify continued enslavement on racial grounds alone: admitting that slaves resisted, but adding that they should remain slaves. Few comments did so, however. Instead, they joined racial arguments with liberal-republican ideology to deny black slaves’ capacity to resist—even in the midst of insurrection! Abolitionists might (and did) counter that an apparent lack of resistance proved the degrading nature of slavery, rather than inherent docility. But that argument was ineffective and even counterproductive, for it accepted the liberal-republican ideology that associated freedom with resistance. Whether degradation was inherent to slaves or created by generations of servitude, abolitionists who emphasized the degrading nature of slavery only reinforced links between race and slavery and buttressed the belief that blacks were (or had been rendered) incapable of

dom seems to have fed fantasies of blacks’ lust for white women, suggesting yet another connection between race, gender, and the liberal-republican ideology. Many people believed Gabriel’s followers had intended to “take possession of the houses and white women.” Kentucky Gazette (Lexington), Oct. 6, 1800, quoted in Douglas R. Egerton, Gabriel’s Rebellion: The Virginia Slave Conspiracies of 1800 and 1802 (Chapel Hill, 1993), 78. 40 Egerton, Gabriel’s Rebellion, 111, 219n50; Richmond Enquirer, Nov. 4, 1831, cited in Tragle, Southampton Slave Revolt of 1831, 133; Petersburg Intelligencer, Nov. 4, 1831, ibid., 135, 136; Richmond Enquirer, Nov. 8, 1831, ibid., 136.
resisting and hence unfit for freedom. Indeed, such views may have gained currency during the nineteenth century.  

Not everyone denied the existence of slave resistance. Consider one analysis that not only saw slave revolt as a righteous struggle for freedom but also endorsed it. In a series of three articles published in at least five northern newspapers in late 1791, the Connecticut Republican Abraham Bishop laid out perhaps the most passionate public defense of the Haitian revolution in the United States. “We believe, that Freedom is the natural right of all rational beings,” the first article began, “and we know that the Blacks have never voluntarily resigned that freedom.” Bishop here combined natural rights theory with the liberal-republican ideology I have been explicating. Even

---

41 On historical scholarship denying resistance, see Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts (New York, 1943), 11–17. On changing views of black docility during the early nineteenth century, see Jordan, White over Black, 394–95.
though blacks had a “natural right” to freedom, it was necessary for Bishop to add that they had never “voluntarily resigned” that right. It is telling that Bishop felt the need to make the point at all. According to the Declaration of Independence, which Bishop invoked, were not a person’s rights “unalienable”? A different revolutionary slogan, which Bishop invoked three times in a single paragraph, was more ambiguous on the matter. “Liberty or Death” had become the rebellious slaves’ mantra, Bishop marveled. Their determined resistance gave evidence that Haitians—“sealing with their blood, the rights of men”—deserved their freedom. “He [God] is teaching them, as he taught you,” wrote Bishop, “that freedom from the tyranny of men is to be had only at the price of blood. By this lesson, he instructs them, as he did you in the value of freedom.” Even Bishop, with his radical endorsement of the Haitian revolution, ultimately suggested that “the value of freedom” could be learned only by active resistance—“only at the price of blood.”

African Americans commemorated the Haitian revolution with much the same language. For James T. Holly, perhaps the best-known proponent of African American emigration to Haiti, the revolution proved “the capacity of the Negro race for self-government.” Holly believed in the “natural equality” of all people, in the “God-given liberty” of blacks. But Holly’s proof lay not in a text or a declaration. Rather, it lay in Haitians’ actions, in their resistance. Hence, in an 1857 speech, he celebrated Toussaint Louverture in familiar language.

He made that bold resolution and unalterable determination, which, in ancient times, would have entitled him to be deified among the gods; that resolution was to reduce the fair Edenlike Isle of Hispaniola to a desolate waste like Sahara and suffer every black to be immolated in a manly defense of his liberty, rather than the infernal and accrued system of Negro slavery should again be established on that soil.

Toussaint here became a latter-day Cato, a Haitian Patrick Henry. “He considered it far better that his sable countrymen should be dead freemen than living slaves.” Even for people who endorsed a natural right of all people to freedom, it was the call of liberty or death that ultimately proved slaves’ virtue, their worthiness to be free. More than virtue, resistance gave slaves new life and renewed masculinity. In the Haitian revolution, Holly argued, “a nation of abject and chattel slaves arise in the terrific might of their resuscitated manhood and regenerate, redeem and disenthral themselves.”

As proof of African slaves’ capacity to resist—as proof of their true manhood—Haiti thus became a rallying cry for radical abolitionists throughout the antebellum period. Henry Highland Garnet hoped American slaves would follow the example of Toussaint Louverture. “Brethren, the time has come when you must act for yourselves,” Garnet declared in a famous 1843 speech. “Let it no longer be a debatable
question whether it is better to choose liberty or death. . . . Brethren, arise, arise! Strike for your liberties. . . . Rather die [in] freedom than live to be slaves.” Garnet’s rousing conclusion was: “Let your motto be resistance! resistance! resistance!” This exaltation of resistance as proof of virtue also prevailed in response to the famous Amistad slave revolt. Abolitionists celebrated the revolt—and its leader, Sengbe Pieh, known in the United States as Joseph Cinqué—because of the slaves’ determination to risk death and fight for their freedom. An abolitionist broadside, for instance, called Cinqué a “brave Congolese Chief, who prefers death to Slavery,” and reproduced his alleged speech to his fellow slaves after they gained possession of the Amistad. “Brothers,” said Cinqué, cast here as an African George Washington, “I am resolved that it is better to die than be a white man’s slave.” (See Figure 5.)

Figure 5. Probably drawn by James or Isaac Sheffield, this 1839 lithograph depicts “Joseph Cinquez. The brave Congolese Chief, who prefers death to Slavery, and who now lies in Jail in Irons at New Haven Conn. awaiting his trial for daring for freedom.” Antislavery literature praised Cinqué, leader of the 1839 revolt aboard the slave ship Amistad, for his virtuous resistance and his willingness to die rather than remain a slave. Such praise, ironically, promoted the idea that slavery could be reduced to a matter of individual choice. Courtesy Library of Congress, LC-USZ62-12960 DLC.

Even as slave owners shuddered at such rhetoric, they shared the basic principle that freedom had to be earned through resistance. When southern slave owners admitted the fact of slave resistance, they too expressed admiration. Alfred Hunt has shown that depictions of Toussaint Louverture in southern newspapers often “paid tribute to his military prowess and, in spite of his color, referred to him with the same propriety as northern newspapers did.” Even the rabid fire-eater Edmund Ruffin—no abolitionist he—saw fit to call Toussaint “the only truly great man yet known of the negro race.” Clearly Ruffin had a different view of race and slavery than did Holly or Garnet, which only makes their mutual admiration of Toussaint all the more startling. The same was true of Gabriel’s planned rebellion a few years after the Haitian revolution. One report circulating in the South explicitly linked the rebellious slaves to the nation’s founding fathers. According to a lawyer, one male slave spoke out “in a manly tone of voice” before his execution. “I have nothing more to offer than what General Washington would have had to offer, had he been taken by the British and put to trial by them,” this slave allegedly declared. “I have adventured my life in endeavouring to obtain the liberty of my countrymen, and am a willing sacrifice in their cause: and I beg, as a favour, that I may be immediately let to execution.” American liberal-republican ideology infused this report. Not only was this rebellious slave portrayed as “manly,” in opposition to the feminized abjectness of unworthy slaves, the report explicitly connected him to the nation’s founding act of revolutionary resistance. Having risked his life fighting for freedom, this virtuous slave willingly met, and even asked for, death. Like Quashi, he was too worthy to remain enslaved.45

One prominent white seems to have agreed, seeing Gabriel’s conspiracy as an act of resistance against tyranny. In contrast to those who denied slaves’ resistance, James Monroe, then governor of Virginia, once called the rebels, not fanatical or deluded, but “bold adventurers . . . willing to hazard their lives on the experiment.” Monroe’s analysis echoed that of the character in the Slaves in Barbary drama, who said courage might be good for a sailor, but not for a slave. “It is hardly to be presumed,” wrote Monroe to Jefferson, that “a rebel who avows it was his intention to assassinate his master &c if pardoned will ever become a useful servant.” For Monroe the act of rebellion made individuals unfit for slavery. Monroe further underscored this view in his angry orders to the Virginia militia called out to suppress Gabriel’s rebellion. “The Chief Magistrate laments that citizens, called into service for the defence of their country, should dishonor that title,” wrote Monroe of whites caught drunk and asleep while on duty. “They ought to shew themselves worthy of the exalted condition of freemen in every situation in which they are placed, especially in the character of soldiers.” The same logic was at work in both instances: some men resisted slavery

and showed themselves unfit for slavery, while others ineptly defended their lives and property, raising doubts about whether they were “worthy of the exalted condition of freemen.” But the view of the rebellious slaves as “bold adventurers” seems to have been limited to Monroe’s private correspondence. In public he too denied that slaves were true agents in the rebellion. “It seemed strange that the slaves should embark in this novel and unexampled enterprise of their own accord,” Monroe declared to the Virginia General Assembly. “It was natural to suspect they were prompted to it by others who were invisible, but whose agency might be powerful.”

In 1816, in the wake of a plotted rebellion in Camden, South Carolina, the slave owner Henry W. DeSaussure also saw rebellious slaves, not as mad or deluded, but as heroes resisting tyranny. “They met death with the heroism of Spartans, & displayed a Spirit worthy of a better Cause,” he wrote. Interestingly, DeSaussure focused on their manner of meeting death, which clearly made them unfit for slavery. Their “tone, & temper,” he wrote, “was of a cast not suited, to their condition.” His view of these slaves as rebels led DeSaussure to conclude that an adherence to “the principles of liberty, & a contempt of death in pursuit of it. . . . is the most dangerous state of mind for slaves.” When able to admit that slaves were rebelling, even southern slave owners such as Monroe and DeSaussure interpreted rebellion in the terms of the nation’s revolutionary ideology of slavery and freedom, virtue and resistance. They concluded that a willingness to risk death and resist slavery made people unfit for the condition. Slavery, according to this logic, resulted not from circumstance or misfortune and only partly from race. Above all, it resulted from the “temper” (as DeSaussure put it) of slaves, a formulation that smuggled consent into the equation, offering solid ground for the legitimacy of slavery in a republican nation.

Not all Americans agreed. Alternative views of freedom and slavery existed in the early republic—antislavery and abolitionist interpretations of freedom, most prominently. Grounding themselves in the universalism of the Declaration of Independence, some abolitionists argued that slavery was simply incompatible with American freedom, no matter what the circumstances. Years of persuasion never persuaded a largely hostile public, however; the force of arms was ultimately necessary to make that view hegemonic, and even then many former slaves found their “freedom” deceptively shallow. Meanwhile, other views of American freedom continued to flourish—in particular, the belief that freedom results, not from a universal grant, but from resistance and struggle. As we have seen, that understanding of freedom and


slavery was grounded conceptually on liberal, republican, and Protestant ideas of human agency and was powerfully authorized by a myth of the American Revolution disseminated through school books, biographies, histories, political orations, and other popular media. Perhaps as a result, the range of people who subscribed to this view of freedom and slavery was remarkably broad. So broad, in fact, that no less committed an abolitionist than Frederick Douglass shared some of its principles.

“You have seen how a man was made a slave,” wrote Douglass at the midpoint of his narrative. Now, he added, summarizing its second half, “you shall see how a slave was made a man.” How does the transformation occur? How does Douglass become “a man”? Staring at the ships sailing along Chesapeake Bay, Douglass determines to win his freedom or to die trying. “I will run away. I will not stand it. Get caught, or get clear, I’ll try it.” Linking himself to the American Revolution by echoing both Addison’s *Cato* and Nathan Hale, Douglass vows: “I have only one life to lose. I had as well be killed running as die standing.” Thus settled on a determined act of resistance, which replicates the nation’s founding act, Douglass begins the process by which a slave becomes “a man.”48

“I resolved to fight,” remembered Douglass. In fighting Edward Covey, the farmer to whom Douglass had been hired out, Douglass risks his life resisting slavery; his freedom becomes inevitable. It is the familiar plot line: resistance leads to freedom. The genius of Douglass’s narrative is to show the personal, internal operation of that ideology. “This battle with Mr. Covey was the turning-point in my career as a slave,” observes Douglass in retrospect. “It rekindled the few expiring embers of freedom, and revived within me a sense of my own manhood.” Willing to face death, Douglass proves his inner virtue; he is no longer a slave in spirit, but a man. “The gratification afforded me by the triumph [over Covey] was a full compensation for whatever else might follow, even death itself.” Douglass’s resistance gains its resonance from the American Revolution’s gendered ideology of freedom and slavery, virtue and resistance. Connecting himself to the nation’s founding fathers, Douglass proudly observed: “He can only understand the deep satisfaction which I experienced, who has himself repelled by force the bloody arm of slavery.”49

Resistance transports Douglass from a state of social death into one of new life. By risking physical death, Douglass not only gains his masculinity; he gains social and even spiritual life. “I felt as I never felt before,” Douglass recalled. “It was a glorious resurrection, from the tomb of slavery, bold defiance took its place; and I now resolved that, however long I might remain a slave in form, the day had passed forever when I could be a slave in fact. I did not hesitate to let it be known of me, that the white man who expected to succeed in whipping, must also succeed in killing me.” It is hard to imagine a better statement of the American revolutionary ideology of resistance, with its liberal, republican, and religious tones. In his resistance, in his


willingness to die rather than remain a slave, Douglass proves his virtue and gains his freedom. Douglass reinforced this message—that freedom results from virtuous struggle—throughout the *Narrative*, even in recounting his first failed attempt to escape. “In coming to a fixed determination to run away, we did more than Patrick Henry, when he resolved upon liberty or death,” said Douglass, drawing another link to revolutionary ideology. “For my part, I should prefer death to hopeless bondage.” Indeed, he continued, had he and his fellow runaways not attempted this escape, “we had as well fold our arms, sit down, and acknowledge ourselves fit only to be slaves.”

When one recalls that Douglass learned to read from the *Columbian Orator* and acknowledges the highly crafted nature of his narrative, the plot’s generic elements should hardly surprise. Immersed in the liberal republicanism of the postrevolutionary United States, written to appeal to a broad audience, Douglass’s *Narrative* necessarily employs the liberal, republican, and Protestant ideologies popularized by such compilers of school books as Caleb Bingham and Lindley Murray. Nevertheless, Douglass’s stance in these passages—in particular, his belief that freedom results from resistance and determination to accept death rather than remain in slavery—is astonishing when one considers its implications. According to Douglass, a refusal to risk their lives would have made him and his friends “fit only to be slaves.” Did this same logic apply to other slaves? Were all slaves, no matter what their situation—no matter the circumstances that distinguished urban slavery in Baltimore from rural slavery in the Carolina lowlands or the Alabama black belt—were all slaves who did not resist “fit only to be slaves”?

The Unworthy Character of America’s Civic Traditions

John C. Calhoun had an answer to that question. But his answer did not contradict the nation’s revolutionary ideology. Just the contrary; the power of Calhoun’s argument—and here I use his argument to represent a larger strand of proslavery ideology—stemmed from its roots in American liberal-republican ideology.

In an 1848 speech denouncing the Wilmot Proviso, which would have barred slavery from land acquired in the Mexican War, Calhoun invoked America’s revolutionary ideology in urging resistance to northern tyranny. “I turn now to my friends of the South,” said Calhoun, “and ask, what are you prepared to do? . . . are you prepared to sink down into a state of acknowledged inferiority; to be stripped of your dignity of equals among equals, and be deprived of your equality of rights in this federal partnership of States?” This echo of Addison’s *Cato* might well have been learned from Bingham’s *Columbian Orator*. The message was identical: a failure to resist tyranny indicated a lack of virtue; it showed that one deserved slavery. “If so,” Calhoun added, “you are wo[e]fully degenerated from your sires, and will well deserve to change condition with your slaves.” “The South must rise up,” urged Calhoun, “and bravely defend herself, or sink down into base and acknowledged inferiority.”

But Calhoun did not stop there; he went on to offer his own interpretation of the meaning of American freedom. Looking back to the Declaration of Independence, Calhoun attacked the “hypothetical truism” that “all men are born free and equal” and offered an alternative.

Instead, then, of all men having the same right to liberty and equality, as is claimed by those who hold that they are all born free and equal, [declared Calhoun from the floor of the U.S. Senate,] liberty is the noble and highest reward bestowed on mental and moral development, combined with favorable circumstances. Instead, then, of liberty and equality being born with man; instead of all men and all classes and descriptions being equally entitled to them, they are high prizes to be won . . . the most difficult to be preserved.

Attacking the abolitionist view that liberty is a natural and inherent right, Calhoun posited a more complicated definition. But it is one that, as we have seen, descended directly from the liberal republicanism of the American Revolution. Locating individual action as the determinant of freedom, Calhoun distinguished between people worthy of freedom and those unworthy of it. Like the authors of texts in the Columbian Orator and so many other school books—even like Frederick Douglass?—Calhoun believed that liberty can exist only among people who have shown “their fitness either to acquire or maintain liberty.”

If it is not surprising to find Calhoun and his peers making such arguments, it is surprising to find them advanced by people who had little else in common with Calhoun—and Douglass is not the only one. None other than the abolitionist Wendell Phillips once wrote that “the Slave who does not write his own merit in the catalogue of insurrections hardly deserves freedom. . . . no slave proves his manhood, except those who rise and at least try to cut their masters’ throat.” And consider:

The man who would not fight . . . to be delivered from the most wretched, abject, and servile slavery, that ever a people was afflicted with since the foundation of the world, to the present day—ought to be kept with all of his children or family, in slavery.

Those were not the words of Calhoun or Thomas Roderick Dew or George Fitzhugh or any other proslavery theorist. They were the words of the antislavery firebrand David Walker, written in his famous Appeal to the Coloured Citizens of the World of 1829. Urging his African American countrymen to rise up against slavery, Walker employed American revolutionary ideology to advance his case. Imbued with Protestant millennialism, intentionally echoing the Declaration of Independence—steeped, in short, in American political traditions—the language of Walker’s Appeal implied that only men could qualify as virtuous slaves and asserted that an unwillingness to fight made people fit for slavery.

also Ericson, Debate over Slavery, 20–21.


The point here is not that Walker or Phillips or Douglass held the same opinions about slavery and freedom as Calhoun. Rather, it is that the same liberal-republican ideology infused the rhetoric of figures who differed so widely in every other respect. It informed northern views of slavery right into the Civil War, as testified by the widely disseminated images of former slaves turned into soldiers. (See figure 6.) If slaves could make good soldiers, as these images in the northern press suggested, they must be worthy of freedom. Reprinted from Harper’s Weekly, July 2, 1864. In the original, “the escaped slave” appears above “the escaped slave in the Union Army.”

The point here is not that Walker or Phillips or Douglass held the same opinions about slavery and freedom as Calhoun. Rather, it is that the same liberal-republican ideology infused the rhetoric of figures who differed so widely in every other respect. It informed northern views of slavery right into the Civil War, as testified by the widely disseminated images of former slaves turned into soldiers. (See figure 6.) If slaves could become soldiers, such images suggested, they really would deserve their freedom. And the same ideology shaped the southern rhetoric of secession. Thus it seems not strange but apposite that in 1861 white southerners formed a new nation—in which their right to hold slaves would be forever guaranteed—because they themselves feared becoming enslaved. For them, as for their revolutionary forebears, the path to freedom lay through resistance. It was a path that southern whites persisted, until the very last days of legal slavery, in closing off to their slaves. As the Confederate military situation grew increasingly desperate in 1864, some people began to consider the unthinkable (and, one might add, illogical): arming slaves to fight for the South’s freedom. Not surprisingly, opposition to the idea was stiff, and it stemmed from the basic conceptualization of slavery and freedom. “If slaves will
make good soldiers,” the Charleston Mercury observed, “our whole theory of slavery is wrong.”

All of this is not to suggest that the American Revolution left an unambiguously pro-slavery legacy. It would take extraordinary blinders to ignore the liberating possibilities embedded in America's political traditions. Indeed, one of the best-known features of American history is the creative and liberating use to which marginalized and outcast groups put American political traditions in expanding the scope of the nation's civic and political life. If, however, this argument has seemed to suggest that race was not a central feature of early American life or that racial ideologies did not play a central role in justifying slavery, that has hardly been its intention either. In highlighting liberal-republican ideology, it has been impossible to do justice to the many other ideologies—racial, gendered, religious, and other—that intertwined with liberal-republican ideology to shape early American political discourse. That ideology is part of a larger story—far beyond the scope of a single book or article—involving race, slavery, colonialism, emancipation, and nation building in the broader Atlantic world. However, in bracketing race, this article may have revealed a potential drawback of recent studies that emphasize the centrality of racism to American civic life. Focusing too exclusively on race may, paradoxically, absolve other elements of American political traditions from responsibility for the exclusion and oppression that have characterized much of American history.

In this respect, the argument presented here may carry implications for current debates about the American liberal tradition. In his magisterial account of early American political culture, Rogers M. Smith succeeded, more completely than any scholar I have read, in locating both exclusionary and inclusive practices at the center of U.S. political traditions. Even as he does so, however, he perpetuates a view of liberalism as separate from—and even “logically inconsistent” with—racism and exclusion. Exclusionary practices, he argues, pose a “contradiction to liberal democratic dictates.” The same view underpins many recent works of early American history,


55 For the argument that “racial oppression and white-supremacism have indeed been the dominant feature, the parametric constant, of United States history,” see Theodore W. Allen, The Invention of the White Race (2 vols., New York, 1994–1997), II, 256.

all widely read, which hold that slavery, racism, and exclusion have represented a paradox, a problem, or a contradiction to America’s liberal democratic tradition.\(^{57}\)

This essay offers a different perspective. It has shown that one meaning of liberty in early American political discourse, fusing liberal, republican, and Protestant discourses, could itself legitimate slavery. It has argued, moreover, that overlapping ideologies of race and gender ascription contained logical and coherent links to this liberal-republican ideology. It has thus suggested that the liberating elements of American political traditions connected to—may have been inseparable from—their oppressive aspects. Indeed, if the analysis here presented is correct, one would have to conclude that in early American political discourse, the virtues of liberty were also its vices.